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LIGHTING DAYS 2017: THE RENDEZ-VOUS 100% LIGHTING

In 2017, with the gathering of the leading exhibitions in France on the lighting market, ForumLED Europe, Full LED Expo and Forum LumiVille, we are introducing “Lighting Days” that will gather 3 international events in France dedicated to LED technologies, and indoor & outdoor lighting which will be held on 13th & 14th December, at the Cité Centre des Congrès, Lyon – France.

Lighting Days 2017 offers 2 days of exhibitions, conferences, BtoB Business Meetings, a Startup area, International Pavilions dedicated exclusively to lighting and LED technology professionals.

This meeting will be the place to meet lighting specialists and discover their products and innovative solutions in LED technologies, indoor LED lighting, outdoor lighting, public lighting or even smart lighting.

This year’s edition awaits more than 150 exhibitors and 2500 professionals & international visitors.

> EXHIBITIONS : FROM TECHNOLOGY TO APPLICATIONS

By combining the leading lighting exhibitions in France, ForumLED Europe, Full LED Expo and Forum LumiVille, Lighting Days will showcase the latest innovations in lighting and technology in one same place.

… LED TECHNOLOGY
The 9th edition of the International Congress / Expo entirely dedicated to LED technology

The Congress / Expo ForumLED Europe has for more than 8 years brought together the whole ecosystem of LED technology and has become the leading event on the subject in Europe. The exhibition will bring together professionals, manufacturers and users for LED technologies and LED lighting systems and equipment.

www.forumled.com

… INDOOR LIGHTING
The 100% indoor LED lighting trade fair

All solutions for indoor LED lighting, in one event. Important developments in LED technology open up a huge field of applications in the lighting sector. Full LED Expo is the place to discover the latest innovations on the only French trade fair dedicated to LED lighting. And it's value in all fields of applications and uses.

www.full-ledexpo.com

… OUTDOOR & PUBLIC LIGHTING
Forum / Expo entirely dedicated to outdoor and public lighting

To discover the current and future solutions related to outdoor & Public lighting, and to be aware of the sector’s lighting tendencies. Forum LumiVille is a unique platform in France for trade and lighting business development.

www.lumiville2017.com
> CONFERENCES: WHAT'S ON

A tour of the lighting market in 2 days.
In parallel with the exhibitions, conferences that will discuss different topics on the LED technology and lighting industry.

... CONGRESS FORUMLED EUROPE
The latest LED technology innovations, and market trends.
2-day conferences, hosted by the world's leading specialists, will provide answers to the evolutions of LED technology and how to answer to the new challenges of the future. All the topics related to this market will be treated: from the electronic component to the systems of lighting installations.

... FULL LED EXPO CONFERENCES
All solutions, uses and applications of indoor lighting 100% LED.
Significant developments in LED technology open up a huge field of applications in the lighting sector. Whether it is for industrial lighting, shop lighting, healthcare facilities or residential applications, all the uses and applications of lighting will be covered during these 2 days of conferences.

... LUMIVILLE CONFERENCES
To discover the latest advances in outdoor and public lighting.
LumiVille conferences, are at the heart of the outdoor and public lighting market, and will bring together the best experts and public administrations to consider solutions for public lighting in France and abroad. Outdoor lighting, public lighting, architectural lighting, stage lighting, or festive lighting: 2 days of conferences to present the latest innovations of the market.

> LIGHTING DAYS MEETINGS:

These BtoB Business Meetings will allow participants (visitors, exhibitors, sponsors and speakers) to meet individually during the 2 days of the event. Thanks to an online platform, the participants will benefit from a targeted and personalized appointments. That will guarantee participants to meet future clients, looking for practical solutions in the field of LED technology and lighting.

Combining efficiency and time, these interviews are the promise of quality contacts, constructive exchanges and the realization of promising projects!
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> THE STARTUP VILLAGE: THE FUTURE IS HERE

Promote, and develop lighting innovations!

This space welcomes young companies who have developed innovative projects or solutions in lighting or LED technology.

To discover the latest innovations in outdoor, indoor or LED lighting, come and meet us at the Village Startup!

For further information please check our website:

www.lighting-days.com
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